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In a Jan. 9 communique released in San Salvador, the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) said that its investigations into the Jan. 2 downing of a helicopter and subsequent deaths
of three US crew members, indicated the possible assassination of some of the crew by one or more
rebel combatants. Consequently, said the communique, the FMLN had arrested two members of the
unit at the site on charges of suspicion of assassinating wounded prisoners of war. The FMLN said
that its initial denials were the result of contradictory accounts from rebel combatants at the site of
the incident. The Front pledged to act in accordance with its standards of justice in war-time if, in
fact, the US crew members were executed. The communique reiterated that downing the helicopter
was a "legitimate defensive action." The presence of the aircraft and of US military advisers in a
combat zone, said the FMLN, constituted a "provocation." Ruben Zamora, leader of the Christian
Social Popular Movement (MPSC), characterized the FMLN's move as positive: "The FMLN has
moved quickly to identify responsible persons...This shows that, at least in this case, impunity does
not exist in [rebel] ranks." Zamora said the FMLN's "right to administer justice independently of
the government" falls under Geneva Convention protocol in war-time. He added, "The FMLN
cannot turn anyone over to the Salvadoran legal system, because that would serve to legitimize the
regime" they are committed to defeating. According to Zamora, while the rebels cannot be expected
to deliver their combatants to the Salvadoran government for prosecution, "we can demand...an
impartial and swift application of justice." (Basic data from AFP, AP, Notimex, 01/09/91)
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